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Hold up man! There are a couple things I need to say
Can we sit down over coffee,
'cause this puzzles heart needs to put the pieces into
place
Ok, suiter number 2 please tell me
Breakfast ain't love is it?
(Oh no no no no no no)
And meeting your moms isn't?
(Oh no no no no no no)
And you being wrong can't be right?
You know I get this every time

Fast is my love
My charm in on request
Tonight again I fall, into unnecessary love
My heart must be flawed, it's time to sleep it off
Somebody tell me whats going on

I guess all that glitter just ain't gold
Right now I need a man like a fish needs a bicycle
At least for now, cause I am tired
Of this thinking about thinking
Thinking to myself that I should, stop
But I continue on, speeding through the left lanes of
your heart
Making sure, the next exit I am getting off
And you don't know what I'm thinking of..

Fast is my love
My charm in on request
Tonight again I fall, into unnecessary love
My heart must be flawed, it's time to sleep it off
Somebody tell me whats going on

Have you heard?
Of that four lettered word
You can make it, break it, try to fake it
But nothing's ever definitely positive
Well have you seen, it lately
It's the L.O.V.E Cupid misses me
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Again and again and again

Fast is my love
My charm in on request
Tonight again I fall, into unnecessary love
My heart must be flawed, it's time to sleep it off
Somebody tell me whats going on
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